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7.1 Motivation

Video: pre-lecture brieVng for
this chapter (back when it had
a diUerent chapter number)

by o.c. (CC-by)
https://youtu.be/7Ba0vkAx6ds

In this chapter we focus on Wuid Wow in pipes. This topic allows us to
explore several important phenomena with only very modest mathematical
complexity. In particular, we are trying to answer two questions:

1. What does it take to describe Wuid Wow in ducts?

2. How can we quantify pressure losses in pipes and the power necessary
to overcome them?

7.2 Friction-less Wow in pipes

We begin with the simplest possible ducted Wow case: a purely hypothetical
fully-inviscid, incompressible, steady Wuid Wow in a one-dimensional pipe.
Since there are no shear forces, the velocity proVle across the duct remains
uniform (Wat) all along the Wow, as shown in Vgure 7.1.

If the cross-sectional area A is changed, then the principle of mass conserva-
tion (eqs. 1/24, 3/5) is enough to allow us to compute the change in velocity
u = V :

�V1A1 = �V2A2 (7/1)

in steady pipe Wow.

This information, in turn allows us to compute the pressure change between
two sections of diUerent areas by using the principle of energy conservation.
We notice that the Wow is so simple that the Vve conditions associated with
the use of the Bernoulli equation (§2.6) are fulVlled: the Wow is steady,
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Figure 7.1 – Inviscid Wuid Wow in a one-dimensional duct. In this purely hypothetical
case, the velocity distribution is uniform across a cross-section of the duct. The
average velocity and pressure change with cross-section area, but the total pressure
p0 = p + 1

2�V 2
av. remains constant.

Figure CC-0 o.c.

incompressible, one-dimensional, has known trajectory, and does not feature
friction or energy transfer. A simple application of eq. 2/20 p. 37 yields:

p2 − p1 = −
1
2� [V

2
2 − V 2

1 ] − �g(z2 − z1) (7/2)

in steady, incompressible, inviscid pipe Wow without heat or work transfer.

Thus, in this kind of Wow, pressure increases everywhere the velocity de-
creases, and vice-versa.

Another way of writing this equation is by stating that at constant altitude,
the total or dynamic pressure ptotal ≡ p0 ≡ p + 1

2�V 2 remains constant:

p0 = cst. (7/3)

at constant altitude, in laminar inviscid straight pipe Wow.

Inviscid Wows are nice, but real Wows are more interesting. Real Wows feature
losses due to viscosity, and with viscous eUects, one key assumption of
the Bernoulli equation breaks down. An additional term will appear in the
Bernoulli equation, as we have seen in chapter 2 with equation 2/21 p.37.
What does this extra term Δploss depend on, and how can we quantify it?
This is what the rest of the chapter is about.

7.3 Quantifying losses in pipes

Hydraulics is the oldest branch of Wuid dynamics, and much of the notation
used to describe pressure losses predates modern applications. The most
widely-used parameters for quantifying losses due to friction in a duct are
the following:120
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The pressure loss is the most intuitive way of quantifying the net eUect
of friction in pipes. Engineers and physicists usually quantify Δploss
as a negative number (i.e. Δploss ≡ p2 − p1 with p2 < p1). However, in
hydraulics, the historical precedent is to quantify pressure loss with a
positive number. To make clear this convention, we will always refer
to pressure loss as |Δploss|.

The elevation loss noted |Δl | is deVned as

|Δl | ≡ |Δploss|
�g (7/4)

It represents the hydrostatic height loss (with a positive number) caused
by the Wuid Wow in the duct, and is measured in meters. It is often
written Δℎ, a symbol also used in themodynamics to denote enthalpy
diUerences (see e.g. comments about equation 2/18 p.35).

The Darcy friction factor noted f is deVned as

f ≡ |Δploss|
L
D
1
2�V 2

av.

(7/5)

where Vav. is the average Wow velocity in the pipe.

This dimensionless term is widely used in the industry because it
permits the quantiVcation of losses independently of scale eUects (L/D)
and inWow conditions (�V 2

av.).

The loss coeXcient noted KL is deVned as

KL ≡
|Δploss|
1
2�V 2

av.
(7/6)

It is simply equivalent to a Darcy coeXcient in which no value of D/L
can be measured, and it is used mostly in order to describe losses in
single components found in pipe systems, such as bends, Vlter screens,
or valves.

7.4 Laminar Wow in pipes

7.4.1 Laminar Wow between plates

Before we study Wuid Wow in a circular pipe, let us begin with a simpler case:
Wow betwen two parallel plates. This is a good place to start, because we can
work with Cartesian coordinates, and focus on two dimensions only.

Let us Vrst try a qualitative description of the Wow, as displayed in Vgure 7.2.
Because of the no-slip condition at the walls, the velocity distribution within
any cross-Wow section cannot be uniform. Shear occurs, which translates into
a pressure decrease along the Wow. The faster the Wow, and the higher the
gradient of velocity. Thus, shear within the Wow, and the resulting pressure
loss, both increase when the cross-sectional area is decreased.
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Figure 7.2 – Viscous laminar Wuid Wow in a one-dimensional pipe. This time, the
no-slip condition at the wall creates a viscosity gradient across the duct cross-section.
This in turn translates into pressure loss. Sudden duct geometry changes such as
represented here would also disturb the Wow further, but the eUect was neglected
here.

Figure CC-0 o.c.

How can we now describe quantitatively the velocity proVle and the pressure
loss? We need to clearly sketch the Wow we are interested in, which we do in
Vgure 5.5.

We also need a powerful, extensive mathematical tool to describe the Wow:
we turn to the Navier-Stokes equation which we derived in the previous
chapter as eq. 6/40 p.111:

� DV⃗Dt = �g⃗ − ∇⃗p + �∇⃗2V⃗ (7/7)

Figure 7.3 – Two-dimensional laminar Wow between two plates, also called Poiseuille
Wow. We already studied this Wow case in Vg. 5.5 p.93; this time, we wish to derive
an expression for the velocity distribution.

Figure CC-0 o.c.
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Since we are applying this tool to the simple case of fully-developed, two-
dimensional incompressible Wuid Wow between two parallel plates (Vg. 7.3),
we need only two Cartesian coordinates, so that the vector equation trans-
lates to:

� [
)u
)t + u

)u
)x + v

)u
)y ] = �gx −

)p
)x + � [

)2u
()x)2 +

)2u
()y)2 ] (7/8)

� [
)v
)t + u

)v
)x + v

)v
)y ] = �gy −

)p
)y + � [

)2v
()x)2 +

)2v
()y)2 ] (7/9)

In this particular Wow, we have restricted ourselves to a fully-steady ( d/ dt =
0), horizontal (g = gy), one-directional Wow (v = 0). When the Wow is fully de-
veloped, )u/)x = 0 and )2u/()x)2 = 0, and the system above shrinks down to:

0 = −)p)x + � [
)2u
()y)2 ] (7/10)

0 = �g − )p
)y (7/11)

We only have to integrate equation 7/10 twice with respect to y to come to
the velocity proVle across two plates separated by a height 2H :

u = 1
2� (

)p
)x) (y2 − H 2) (7/12)

Video: a young Wuid dynami-
cist explores the mechanics of a
granite ball fountain. The aes-
thetics are questionable but the
physics are enjoyable (see prob-
lem 7.7 p.136): a thin layer of
water Wowing in a laminar Wow
is enough to support a sphere
weighing several tons.

by World Travel (styl)
https://youtu.be/23r18zOX30k

Now, the longitudinal pressure gradient )p/)x can be evaluated by working
out the volume Wow rate ̇ for any given width Z with one further integration
of equation 7/12:

̇
Z = 2

Z ∫
H

0
uZ dy = −2H

3

3� (
)p
)x)

)p
)x = −32

�
ZH 3 ̇ (7/13)

In this section, the overall process is more important than the result: by
starting with the Navier-Stokes equations, and adding known constraints
that describe the Wow of interest, we can predict analytically all of the
characteristics of a laminar Wow.

7.4.2 Laminar Wow in pipes

We now turn to studying Wow in cylindrical pipes, which are widely used;
Vrst considering laminar Wow, and then expanding to turbulent Wow.

The process is identical to above, only applied to cylindrical instead of
Cartesian coordinates. We focus on the fully-developed laminar Wow of a
Wuid in a horizontal cylindrical pipe (Vg. 7.4).

For this Wow, we wish to work out the velocity proVle and calculate the
pressure loss related to the Wow.
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Figure 7.4 – A cylindrical coordinate system to study laminar Wow in a horizontal
cylindrical duct.

Figure CC-0 o.c.

We once again start from the Navier-Stokes vector equation, choosing this
time to develop it using cylindrical coordinates:

� [
)vr
)t + vr

)vr
)r + v�r

)vr
)� − v

2
�
r + vz

)vr
)z ]

= �gr −
)p
)r + � [

1
r
)
)r (r

)vr
)r ) − vrr2 +

1
r2
)2vr
()�)2 −

2
r2
)v�
)� + )2vr

()z)2 ]
(7/14)

� [
)v�
)t + vr

)v�
)r + v�r

)v�
)� + vrv�r + vz

)v�
)z ]

= �g� −
1
r
)p
)� + � [

1
r
)
)r (r

)v�
)r ) − v�r2 +

1
r2
)2v�
()�)2 +

2
r2
)vr
)� + )2v�

()z)2 ]
(7/15)

� [
)vz
)t + vr

)vz
)r + v�r

)vr
)� + vz

)vz
)z ]

= �gz −
)p
)z + � [

1
r
)
)r (r

)vz
)r ) + 1

r2
)2vz
()�)2 +

)2vz
()z)2 ]

(7/16)

This mathematical arsenal does not frighten us, for the simplicity of the Wow
we are studying allows us to bring in numerous simpliVcations. Firstly, we
have vr = 0 and v� = 0 everywhere. Thus, by continuity, )vz/)z = 0.
Furthermore, since our Wow is symmetrical, vz is independent from � . With
these two conditions, the above system shrinks down to:

0 = �gr −
)p
)r (7/17)

0 = �g� −
1
r
)p
)� (7/18)

0 = −)p)z + � [
1
r
)
)r (r

)vz
)r )] (7/19)

Equations (7/17) and (7/18) hold the key to describing pressure:

p = −�gy + f(z) (7/20)

this expresses the (unsurprising) fact that the pressure distribution within a
vertical cross-section of the pipe is simply the result of a hydrostatic gradient.
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Now, with equation 7/19, we work towards obtaining an expression for vz by
integrating twice our expression for )vz/)r :

)
)r (r

)vz
)r ) = r

�
)p
)z

(r
)vz
)r ) = r2

2 � (
)p
)z) + k1

vz =
r2
4 � (

)p
)z) + k1 ln r + k2 (7/21)

We have to use boundary conditions so as to unburden ourselves from
integration constants k1 and k2.
By setting vz@r=0 as Vnite, we deduce that k1 = 0 (because ln(0)→ −∞).
By setting vz@r=R = 0 (no-slip condition), we obtain k2 = − R2

4 �
)p
)z .

This simpliVes eq. (7/21) and brings us to our objective, an extensive ex-
pression for the velocity proVle across a pipe of radius R when the Wow is
laminar:

vz = u(r) = −
1
4� (

)p
)z) (R2 − r2) (7/22)

This equation is parabolic (Vg. 7.5). It tells us that in a pipe of given length L
and radius R, a given velocity proVle will be achieved which is a function
only of the ratio Δp/�.

Figure 7.5 – The velocity proVle across a cylindrical pipe featuring laminar viscous
Wow.

Figure CC-0 o.c.

We can also express the pressure gradient in the pipe as a function of the
volume Wow rate. This is done through integration of velocity with respect
to cross-section area, in the same way we did above. We obtain:

̇ = = − �D
4

128 � (
)p
)z)

Δploss
L = −128�

�
D4 ̇ (7/23)

This equation is interesting in several respects. For a given pipe length L and
pressure drop Δploss, the volume Wow ̇ increases with the power 4 of the
diameter D. In other words, the volume Wow is multiplied by 16 every time
the diameter is doubled.

We also notice that the pipe wall roughness does not appear in equation 7/23.
In a laminar Wow, increasing the pipe roughness has no eUect on the velocity
of the Wuid layers at the center of the pipe.
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Out of curiosity, we may translate the result in equation 7/23 into a friction
factor equation, with the help of deVnition 7/5, obtaining

flaminar cylinder Wow =
32Vav.�L
L
D
1
2�V 2

av.D2 = 64
�

�Vav. D
= 64
[Re]D

(7/24)

in which we inserted the average velocity Vav. = ̇
�R2 = −

Δp D2
32�L .

7.5 Turbulent Wow in pipes

7.5.1 When is a pipe Wow turbulent?

Video: very basic visualization
of laminar and turbulent Wow
regimes in a transparent pipe

by Engineering Fundamentals (styl)
https://youtu.be/56AyTIhNQBo

It has long been observed that pipe Wow can have diUerent regimes. In
some conditions, the Wow is unable to remain laminar (one-directional, fully-
steady); it becomes turbulent. Although the Wow is steady when it is averaged
over short time period (e.g. a few seconds), it is subject to constant, small-
scale, chaotic and spontaneous velocity Veld changes in all directions.

In 1883, Osborne Reynolds published the results of a meticulous investigation
into the conditions in which the Wow is able, or not, to remain laminar
(Vgs. 7.6 and 7.7). He showed that they could be predicted using a single
non-dimensional parameter, later named Reynolds number, which, as we
have seen already with eq. 1/28 p.21, is expressed as:

[Re] ≡ � V L
� (7/25)

Figure 7.6 – Illustration published by Reynolds in 1883 showing the installation
he set up to investigate the onset of turbulence. Water Wows from a transparent
rectangular tank down into a transparent drain pipe, to the right of the picture.
Colored die is injected at the center of the pipe inlet, allowing for the visualization
of the Wow regime.

Image by Osborne Reynolds (1883, public domain)
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Figure 7.7 – Illustration published by Reynolds in 1883 showing two diUerent Wow
regimes observed in the installation from Vg. 7.6.

Image by Osborne Reynolds (1883, public domain)

In the case of pipe Wow, the representative length L is conventionally set to
the pipe diameter D and the velocity to the cross-section average velocity:

[Re]D ≡ � Vav. D
� (7/26)

where Vav. is the average velocity in the pipe (ms−1),
and D is the pipe diameter (m).

The occurrence of turbulence is very well documented (although it is still not
well-predicted by purely-theoretical models). The following values are now
widely accepted:

• Pipe Wow is laminar for [Re]D . 2 300 ;

• Pipe Wow is turbulent for [Re]D & 4 000.

The signiVcance of the Reynolds number extends far beyond pipe Wow; we
shall explore this in chapter 9 (Engineering models).

7.5.2 Characteristics of turbulent Wow
This topic is well covered in Tennekes & Lumley [5]

Turbulence is a complex topic which is still not fully described analytically
today. Although it may display steadiness when time-averaged, a turbulent
Wow is highly three-dimensional, unsteady, and chaotic in the sense that
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the description of its velocity Veld is carried out with statistical, instead of
analytic, methods.

In the scope of our study of Wuid dynamics, the most important characteristics
associated with turbulence are the following:

• A strong increase in mass and energy transfer within the Wow. Slow and
rapid Wuid particles have much more interaction (especially momentum
transfer) than within laminar Wow;

• A strong increase in losses due to friction (typically by a factor 2). The
increase in momentum exchange within the Wow creates strong dissipa-
tion through viscous eUects, and thus transfer (as heat) of macroscopic
forms of energy (kinetic and pressure energy) into microscopic forms
(internal energy, translating as temperature);

• Internal Wow movements appear to be chaotic (though not merely
random, as would be white noise), and we do not have mathematical
tools to describe them analytically.

Consequently, solving a turbulent Wow requires taking account of Wow in all
three dimensions even for one-directional Wow!

7.5.3 Velocity proVle in turbulent pipe Wow

In order to deal with the vastly-increased complexity of turbulent Wow in
pipes, we split each velocity component vi in two parts, a time-averaged
component vi and an instantaneous Wuctuation v′i :

vr = vr + v′r
v� = v� + v′�
vz = vz + v′z

In our case, vr and v� are both zero, but the Wuctuations v′r and v′� are not, and
will cause vz to diUer from the laminar Wow case. The extent of turbulence is
often measured with the concept of turbulence intensity I :

I ≡ [v′2i ]
1
2

vi
(7/27)

Regrettably, we have not found a general analytical solution to turbulent pipe
Wow — note that if we did, it would likely exhibit complexity in proportion
to that of such Wows. A widely-accepted average velocity proVle constructed
from experimental observations is:

u(r) = vz = vz max (1 −
r
R)

1
7

(7/28)

While it closely and neatly matches experimental observations, this model
is nowhere as potent as an analytical one and must be seen only as an
approximation. For example, it does not allow us to predict internal energy
dissipation rates (because it describes only time-averaged velocity), or even
wall shear stress (because it yields ()u/)r)r=R = ∞, which is not physical).

The following points summarize the most important characteristics of turbu-
lent velocity proVles:128



• They continuously Wuctuate in time and we have no means to predict
them extensively;

• They are much “Watter” than laminar proVles (Vg. 7.8);

• They depend on the wall roughness;

• They result in shear and dissipation rates that are markedly higher
than laminar proVles.

Figure 7.8 – Velocity proVles for laminar (A), and turbulent (B and C) Wows in a
cylindrical pipe. B represents the time-averaged velocity distribution, while C shows
several arbitrary instantaneous distributions (blurred) as well as their average in
time. Turbulent Wow in a pipe also features velocities in the radial and angular
directions, which are not shown here.

Figure CC-0 o.c.

7.5.4 Pressure losses in turbulent pipe Wow

Losses caused by turbulent Wow depend on the wall roughness � and on the
diameter-based Reynolds number [Re]D .

For lack of an analytical solution, we are not able to predict the value of the
friction factor f anymore. Several empirical models can be built to obtain f ,
the most important of which is known as the Colebrook equation expressed
as:

1√
f
= −2 log(

1
3,7

�
D + 2,51

[Re]D
√
f )

(7/29)

The structure of this equation makes it inconvenient to solve for f . To
circumvent this diXculty, equation 7/29 can be solved graphically on the
Moody diagram, Vg. 7.9. This classic document allows us to obtain numerical
values for f (and thus predict the pressure losses Δploss) if we know the
diameter-based Reynolds number [Re]D and the relative roughness �/D.
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Figure 7.9 – A Moody diagram, which presents values for f measured experimentally,
as a function of the diameter-based Reynolds number [Re]D , for diUerent values of
the relative roughness �/D. This Vgure is reproduced with a larger scale as Vgure 7.11
p.132.

Diagram CC-by-sa S Beck and R Collins, University of SheXeld

7.6 Summary

The world of pipe Wows is a good playground for us to experiment with
practical Wuid mechanics. The main lessons learned in this chapter are as
follows:

• From an engineering point of view, pipe Wows are one-dimensional.
We push a volume Wow of Wuid in on one side and expect to receive it
on the other, perhaps with diUerent properties. The integral “cost” of
doing so is quantiVed with a single value, Δploss.

• When the Wow is laminar, we can solve for the Wow in the pipe. For
this, we write the Navier-Stokes equations and apply known boundary
conditions. We obtain the velocity everywhere in the pipe, which gives
us a wealth of information about the Wow, including the Δploss.

• When the Wow is turbulent, this analysis method does not work any-
more. Even though the conditions are in principle simple, the Wow is
mesmerizingly complex. We resort to building models based on time-
averaged measurement data. Those models work for a wide number of
pipes and conditions because they relate parameters which are non-
dimensionalized. We obtain the desired Δploss with a single diagram
reading and a simple algebraic manipulation.

These broad trends apply to many other sub-areas of Wuid mechanics.
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